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Abstract: Text mining works widely in the field of research techniques, which allows an individual to store text and its 

important terms in form of electronic document (.doc, .txt). It is difficult to remember such huge amount of text; 

moreover the manual approach is more time taking, unreliable and accessible to that person only. Text mining 

techniques optimize this approach by extracting and storing this data. Computational comparison, file read, file write 

are done more efficiently. With the help of Bio-Cloud, we generated more semantically similar, related and significant 

patterns. The give, generate and get sequence modeling is adopted. Over the other available web applications, we 

present our application with improved stemming, relation and average case consideration. This approach do not limit 

the displayed number of words as all the generated sets can be traversed with the GUI, with opted size of patterns. This 

method is highly applicable in bioinformatics, related information retrieval from document, sentimental analysis using 

social websites (Twitter and Facebook), query expansion (Google) and many more. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Paradigms of text mining are worthwhile in retrieving text, 

especially in case of enormous data analysis. They crimp a 

large portion of data and the relevant result is scrutinized 

easily [1]. The text mining applications allows more 

intelligible visual assessment. “Text mining” is cited as 

study of patterns in a given text [2]. In 1999 Hearst said 

that although people were familiar with text mining and 

this was a frequently searched phrase on popular search 

engine at that time but only few were working in this 

domain [2]. It is also said that text mining has been 

emerged from machine learning and statistics. Carving out 

niche of text and finding out the relevant similarity is the 

main cause of concern. The extraction of the cached 

similarities depends on the approach [3]. A better 

approach will end up with a quick and accurate result. The 

tag cloud in this scenario gives a quick summarization and 

a better way of visualization [4]. Color, size and 

orientation of words are the concerned attributes of a tag 

cloud [5]. 

 

Bioinformatics largely utilizes the domain of text mining 

with tag cloud representation for its ability to summarize 

enormous amount of biologist’s data [6]. 

Gene2WordCloud[6] and Wordle[7] are two web 

applications which generates the most occurring keywords 

and construct a word cloud out of it. The former is 

superior in case of bioinformatics study due to its more 

intellectual approach. Wordle visualizes the most 

occurring words form a given text or a URL. It satisfies 

the color, orientation and compactness aspects in its tag 

clouds. However, it does not entertain the case sensitivity 

and the stemming relations. Thus, the repetition of words 

occurs irrespective of their same biological meaning. 

Gene2WordCloud hit a purple patch by overcoming this  

 

 

issue and the term’s frequency become more precise. 

Representing all the words in a single tag cloud mere 

signifies the number of instances of each word in the 

whole text. It does not furnish any idea about the relation 

of two occurring words. It does not justify with the 

average frequency terms either. As a matter of fact, 

frequently occurring words are commonly known in an 

analysis rather than the average occurring words. Hence 

more emphasis should be given to the latter for an efficient 

analysis. 

 

In this paper we demonstrate the methods of extraction 

that are incorporated in Bio Cloud , along with the relevant 

tag clouds that displays Pubmed benchmark data set. 

These tag clouds appropriately relate the bottleneck 

biological terms; this makes Bio Cloud advantageous in 

field of bioinformatics. The approach in Bio Cloud is 

comprised of basic preprocessing in text mining such as 

stemming algorithm, stop word removal, frequency cut off 

on the provided free text. The user interface is developed 

using the PHP and the CSS web techniques. PHP is a 

server-side scripting language designed for web 

development and HTML is the standard markup language 

used to create web pages .This takes the input query from 

the user and generates certain number of patterns of given 

pattern length. Moreover, the generated patterns can be 

easily traversed using this user interface. The following 

discussion explains its approach. 

 

II. PROPOSED APPROACH 

 

The approach in Bio Cloud is comprised of basic file 

operations, stemming algorithm, searching and sorting 

techniques and some matrix manipulations on the provided 
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free text. Later, the PHP and the CSS techniques fetch the 

processed data set and represent it as a tag cloud 

accordingly with a GUI. The following discussion 

explains its approach. 

 

A. Preprocessing 

This segment refines the free text to its maximum extent 

and avoids discrepancies for succeeding segments. Figure 

1 shows the main preprocessing steps. We took Pubmed 

benchmark data set as our free text for this purpose.  

 

 
Fig.1. Preprocessing 

 

The steps involve character by character traversal. Only 

lower case alphabetic values were left after the completion 

of these steps. This also ensures the confinement of the 

lower case domain. Stop words (a, an, the, etc) are 

removed. Stop words generally create a mess and need to 

be filtered out. Lastly, Stemming was done to improvise 

the given text. This eliminated the difference between root 

word and its derived words. 

 

B.  Method 

After generating unique words in preprocessing part, we 

followed the under mentioned method (Figure 2) for the 

final result. 

 

For this, matrix manipulation is performed on moderately 

occurring unique words and a mathematical relation is 

deduced (Equation 2). Based on PubMed benchmark data 

set we plotted frequency versus words graph (Figure 3) 

and drew the most relevant slope. By extrapolating we got 

the average frequency range (i.e. 960-25) and the 

corresponding average case unique words. 

 

Now, for m such that M is a set of all the given documents 

and n such that N is a set of all average case unique words, 

we generated a frequency matrix F of size m×n. The 

element, f(i,j) represents weighting factor frequency of j
th

 

word in i
th

 document for 0<i≤m and 0<j≤n. With this 

frequency matrix F we calculated tf-idf(i,j) (Equation 1) 

[9] where tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document 

frequency, weighting scheme) is a matrix of same size 

m×n. 

 

 (1) 

 

where, m’ is total number of given documents in dataset 

and d is number of documents which actually contain the 

j
th

 word i.e. the count of documents having frequency of 

that word, greater than zero. Denominator in Equation 1 is 

adjusted to 1+|d| to avoid division by zero. We named this 

if-idf matrix as W-matrix such that W=tf-idf and w(i,j) for 

0<i≤m and 0<j≤n. 

                

 
Fig.2. Algorithm 

 

Lastly, we calculated Cosine Similarity matrix c(i,j) 

(Equation 2) for n words. Each c(i,j) represents cosine 

relation [10], between i
th

 and j
th

 column vectors of W-

matrix hence it acquired a dimension n×n. Let 0<k≤m , we 

took two column vectors say, w(k,i) and w(k,j) of W-

matrix and computed c(i,j) traversing all rows of same 

matrix with k=1 to k=m. 

 

(2) 

 

Then we combined a pairs of two c(i,j) having maximum 

cosine similarity value and created string patterns 

(maximum ten words per sting) (Algorithm 1). Finally 

PHP and CSS techniques were used for the generation of 
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tag cloud. The largest and centrally located word is the 

first entry of the top pattern sting, following which in 

spiral way are the succeeding nine words. The algorithm is 

written below. 

 

C. Algorithm 1: To create patterns from the Cosine 

Similarity matrix C. 

 

 

 
 

III.  EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND 

COMPARISONS 

 

Based on the proposed approach of Section 2, we analyzed 

the text and used the average case words in the succeeding 

method. We created the tag cloud from the final string 

patterns; we analyzed our result with respect to some of 

the familiar online word cloud generators. Table 1 shows 

some Bio Cloud’s tag clouds along with the comparisons 

of other tag clouds generator and there reference links. 

 

TABLE I COMPARISON LIST 

 

 

 

 
 

The above results were generated on some portion of text 

(~65K words) Table 2 shows some more tag clouds 

created by Bio Cloud. These tag clouds are free from any 

punctuation, digit, special character, uppercase alphabets 

and general stop words. The cloud generation is possible 

with ten, twenty, thirty and more number of pattern 

lengths.  

 

In 10-30 words patterns, it is easy to analyze rather than a 

cluster of words where one have carve out the niche of 

more than hundred words. The traversal though GUI is a 

user friendly approach along with display of related 

attributes and a jump to specific word pattern. The GUI is 

given below which allows a user to enter a text in the form 

of a text, provided the words per document are specified 

along with choose destination folder option. For a better 

look font selection, drop down menu is also provided. 
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TABLE 2 TAG CLOUDS 

 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

We concluded that finding a correlation improves the 

representation of a tag cloud. Bio Cloud would emerge as 

a feather in the cap of text mining and word cloud 

generator. Along with bioinformatics the same approach 

can generate word cloud for text books, novels or any free 

text and a reader would get the best related term without 

even opening his book. These patterns would then be 

directly used for reading, teaching, notes making and 

revision purposes. Finally we have given some tag clouds 

in Table 3; these are generated by the text of this 

document itself. These are self explanatory for correctness 

of the implemented approach of PNC. 

 

TABLE 3 BIO CLOUD’S WORD CLOUD 
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